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Blacks guaranteed three senate seats 
by Frank Landry' 
News Editor 
The Student Senate passed a proposal 
which, as amended, effectively assures 
that three Black members will serve on 
that body after this month's election. The 
action was taken at the recent meeting of 
the Student Senate held Wednesday, De-
cember 6. 
The original proposal, presented by Sen-
ator Joe Charlton, stipulated that eight 
Blacks be elected or appointed to the Sen-
ate, proovided the eight Blacks run for of-
fice. In addition, the original proposal 
stated that extension would be considered 
in December, 1974. 
After a forty minute period of open dis-
cussion, the Senate voted to move into ex-
ecutive session - closed to the public. In 
this thirty five minute session, the Sena-
tors decided to amend the proposal to read 
that three Blacks would be elected or ap-
pointed if three Blacks run for office. The 
amendment also changed consideration for 
extension from December, 1974 to Decem-
. her, 1973 (a one year trial period). This 
amendment was proposed by Daniel Cos-
tello, Student Government President. 
At the beginning of the meeting, Costello 
stated that he felt that the proposal in-
volved two issues: whether there should be 
certain seats designated for Black repre-
sentation, and how this designation could 
be accomplished. 
Committee to review 
Student Affairs 
by Dennis C. King 
Editor-in-Chief 
termining the present function structure of 
the Office and to evaluate the present 
standard model in light of a number of al-
ternate models. Mr. Nally told the News 
that various alternate models are available 
from changes in the student affairs staff of 
the 28 other Jesuit schools reflected in a 
study conducted last year. 
The committee presently plans eight 
meetings and predict that their recommen-
dation will be made by early April. 
Regarding the concept of designating 
seats for Black representation, Costello 
said: "I agree with the intent of the pro-
posal." He added that the Senate would 
have to decide whether to follow the tradi-
tion of at large election or to move into the 
direction of effective representation such 
as is used in University Senate elections at 
the present time. 
Regarding the original proposal which 
called for eight seats, Costello added: "I 
would be against this. Obviously, eight . 
seats would provide a better voting bloc, 
·but four would provide effective representa-
tion." 
During the discussion period, Senators 
traded various viewpoints. Senator Rocco 
Saracino observed: "I only know of one 
proposal this year on the Black-White issue 
and it passed." 
Senator Joe Charlton, however, stated 
that Blacks desire representation on all is-
sues inasmuch as all issues affect Blacks. 
Senator John Beletic, criticizing the pro-
posal, noted that "any type of insurance of 
a seat builds inherent weaknesses into the 
system. The proposal implies hostility to-
ward the Student Senate ... At the same 
time, I haven't seen Black concern with 
what we do." 
Senator John Lechleiter said that while 
he felt that the proposal was in concept 
good, "as far as the mechanism, I would 
have to disagree. I cannot see eight senate 
Senator Jim MOroney, however, argued 
that the Blacks do show concern "or they 
wouldn't be here." Citing .the need for 
Black input on the Senate, Moroney said: 
"I do not share the fear of other Senators 
that this will break down into a Black-
White issue." 
In the following executive session, it was 
agreed that the original proposal be 
amended. The paragraph of explanation of 
the proposal as amended reads:" 
"If three Black students are elected, no 
expansion will occur. If no Black students 
are elected, the Senate will expand mem-
bership to 19 members, and the top three 
Black vote getters will fill these seats. If 
one Black student is elected, the Senate 
will expand its membership to 18 with the 
top two Black vote getters filling these 
seats." 
In order for the expansion to occur, three 
Blacks must run for office. In addition, the 
proposal as amended and passed calls for 
a one year trial period. 
After the executive session, discussion 
on the proposal as amended was held prior 
to the vote. During the course of the dis-
cussion, Senator John Beletic stated: "I'm 
against giving any seats to anyone. I'M af. 
raid that we either have to go with eight 
seats or with none." In addition, Black re~ 
resentatives were upset that the amend-
ment did not grant four seats instead of 
three. 
seats being offered. I don't think it is valid. The final vote, which required a two-
to act on this proposal until after the elec- thirds vote for passage inasmuch as the 
tion ... until after Blacks ran and no Black proposal included constitutional change, 
got elected." was 11-4 in favor of the amended proposal.· 
An ad hoc committee to study the 
present structure of the Student Affairs Of-
fice has been set up this past week. The 
committee will consist of four students 
(Marcia Rusche, John Lechleiter, Joe 
Charlton and Steve Hayes), three. faculty 
members (Dr. Albert Anderson, Dr. Wil-
liam Jones and Rev. Walter Bado, S.J.) one 
administrator (Mr. James P. Gafney) and 
one academic counselor (Sister Ellen 
Frankenberg). Mr. Patrick J. Nally, Dean 
of Students, will serve ·on the committee in 
an advisory role. · 
:: , . . ..... ·fti.·W~ tt• .. +rg-;.~~~~~~~~~:~'.'.'·'~¢ .· ._ ..... 
Committee• · ' · ·· The purpose of the committee is to re-
view the present structure and role of the 
STudent Affairs Office as it contributes to 
the academic goals of Xavier. According to 
Nally, the committee will be concerned 
mostly with determining whether or not 
the present structure and personnel of that 
office are effectively meeting the needs of 
the students. 
The initial request for such a committee 
was presented to Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, 
President of Xavier, from Daniel Costello, 
Student Body President in a proposal re-
leased to the Student Senate at their Octo-
ber 11·meeting. The initial proposal re-
quested -a General Fee task force to study 
student services and personnel. The pro-
.posal also noted that an internal eval-
uation of the Student Affairs Office had al· 
ready been planned for this year. 
At this first meeting, the committee will 
consider several approaches to their eval-
uation. One app~oach cited consisted of de-
Organized 
The University Senate in their meeting 
of December 4, voted, by a wide margin to 
organize a committee to study Xavier's 
athletic program. After a thorough study 
of all phases of the program, the committee 
will submit a comprehensive report on the 
future statis of athletics at Xavier, by April 
1, 1973. The committee will consist of four 
students, three faculty members, the Direc-
tor of Intercollegiate athletics and Director 
of Intramural Athletics. Mr. Roderick C. 
Shearer, Vice President for Student Af-
. fairs, will serve as Executive Secretary. 
The proposal had passed unanimously in 
the executive Committee of the University 
Senate one week earlier. 
An energetic groµp of high school seniors on their visit to Xavier. Their visit is 
part of a new admissions program under Father O'Brien. 
O'Brien explains new recruiting programs 
by John Lechleiter 
News Staff Reporter 
The year 1972, beyond any doubt, repre-
sent a crisis year for Xavier in terms of re-
.cruitment of new students. 
This statement was made bluntly by Fr. 
Edward .J. O'Brien, S.J., who for 24 years 
ha~ served as Xavier's chiefrecruiter, mod-
erator of the Dad's Club, and Assistant to 
the President of the.university. Housed in 
Boylan Hall, adjacent to Bellarmine 
Chapel, Fr. O'Brien and his staff of four re-
cruiters are responsible for making initial 
contacts with prospect.ive students and fol-
lowing up these contacts in such a way as 
to lead to eventual application and admis-
sion. Emphasis is placed on students in the 
Cincinnati area and the state of Ohio, and 
also in neighboring cities such as Colum-
bus, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, and 
Louisville. In addition to his regular staff; 
Fr. O'Brien is also assisted by four men 
scattered throughout the country who aid 
in the rncruitment effort free of charge. 
Father O'Brien assumed his present po-
sition ifn I H48, at a time when n,C''.v 'enroll· 
'\ 
~ 
ment was at a critically low ebb. He re-
sponded to the situation by involving the 
Dad's Club members, the Xavier recruiting 
effort. In conjunction with Dad's Club 
members the Xavier recruting staff orga-
nized a ~cries of clinics in various major 
cities wherein a recruiter would meet with 
an interested group of high school students 
and their parents. The clinics p1·oved to be 
very successful. Although they have since 
been renamed "forums," they continue to 
be the backbone of Xavier's recruting ef-
fort. 
The recruiting picture, according to Fa-
ther O'Brien, only began to change drasti-
ca 11 y four years ago, due to a number of 
factors. More colleges began entering the 
recruiting field, thus initiating keener com-
petition for new students. The' high school 
counselor replaced the principle as the lia-
son between the high school itself and col-
· 1ege recruiters. Due to a high turnover rate 
among counselors, it became increasingly 
more difficult to rely on a definite contact 
within a high school who would aid in at· 
tracting students to Xavier. Of most criti-
cal significance, there began to be a 
marked decrease in the number of seniors 
graduating from private and parochial 
schools, traditionally the main source of 
incoming Xavier students. 
That which Fr. O'Brien foresaw four 
years ago is now a reality: Xavier faces a 
most difficult recruiting year. In the face of 
criticism, Fr. O'Brien has formulated two 
new programs in hopes of not only holding 
ground in the recruiting effort, but of ac-
tually making. new gains. 
The first of these programs is abbre-
viated AOAX - A Day at Xavier. It in-
volves bringing a group of high school sen-
iors to the campus and lcting them 
experience Xavier by sitting in on several 
classes, eating in the cafeteria, touring the 
campus, and, in some cases, staying over-
night in.the dorms. Students are contacted 
concerning ADAX through the forums, 
their high school counselors, and individ-
ual letters. 
Groups from lndianapolis, Chicago, To-
ledo, and Columbus have already partici-
pated in ADAX. Cleveland, Detroit, and 
many Cincinnati area schools are also ex-
pected to participate. Although there were 
initially many kinks in the program, Fr. 
O'Brien feels that the programs have been 
. huge successes, largely due to the coopera-
tion received from every segment of the 
university. From Indianapolis alone, seven 
applications have been received as a direct 
result of the ADAX trip. Similar results 
and eqthusiasm have accompanied each of 
the other trips. Fr. O'Brien believes that 
the ADAX program is the first of its kind, · 
and since its initiation, two other colleges 
. have followed suit. 
The second phase of the increased re-
cruitment effort is the revival of Operation 
MORE - Musketeers' Own Recruitment 
Effort. More than a dozen students have 
volunteered their time to speak at various 
forums with Fr. O'Brien, and to recontact 
during the Christmans holidays studentk 
in their hometowns who have expressed in-
terest in Xavier. In a typical case, this 
(Continued on page 8) 
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Trustees to scrutinize computing? 
Opinion really cost-effective compared to (They have an IBM computer for other 11ource11 of ADP.services. the batch services.) It seems that 
NOTE: In the Xavier New• of Dec. Next, let's consider academic °.Ji88bi~ ~est not onl~al~cademi· 
6, an article titled "Computer iaaue computing. Moat of the Com· c y, u 80 commerCl Y· 
aren't even taking into account tition to continue X.U.'s limite~ ac· 
what's already been done con· cess to DTSS from over 40 1senous 
cerning DTSS at Xavier. students in the Kuhlman Hall 
It hu been re rted that the Xa· E~LC community wh~ had b~en 
· po ed ua10g DTSS along with Marton 
Vier ~oard of Trustees approv. H 11 d Ed cliff College stu· the pnnciple, last January, of rms· 8 an 1e. 
• 1. d fi X · to b · t b- dents. The various departments 
i?g .• un. 8 or &Vier egin 9!5 a turned in their statements of aca~ 
ltshing ~tse!f as hos~ for a regi~nal demic priorities asked for by then· 
academic tim•shanng .conaorti~m Provost Fr. Mulligan, and a very 
~ased upon IYI'SS. Th.18 fundr~• substantial part of a. broad con· 
ing effort ~as not to 10terfere m aensus of faculty in 8 wide variety 
any way with the Advancement f d' . 1. ec· 1·fi d DTSS as . 1 h : o Hcip 1nes sp e Fund campmgn. Su~uent y, t e their choice of academic tim•shar· 
Dean of Arts and Sciences, Rev. 'C t' ued 31 John N. Felten, S.J., received a~ ,. on in on page 1 
atiU a myatery" 11ave aome of the mittee'11 time has been taken up The academic significance of 
bac"'1round of Xavier'• aeemingly with considerations of time:.11har· DTSS is very high. Besides a 
conf 1111ed computer aituation, and ing computation. They are c:onaid· "main library" of programs, there 
mode a aet of recommendations for ering three sources oftim•aharing: are 42 specialized aub-libraries. 
improving it, inclw:liiig a call for the Southwestern Ohio Regional DTSS hu over a dozen computer 
an act of deciaive leatkrahip from Computer Center (SWORCC) at the languages. Dartmouth's Tuck 
the President. More back11round University of Cincinnati, Metri· Graduate School of Business uses 
facts of an even more serious and data (recently merged with Rapi· so much IYI'SS service that it pays 
aensitive nature could be pub· data, another commercial vendor), over half of Dartmouth's D.TSS 
lished; but this week I thought it and Dartmouth College. Repreaen· budget. The Harvard Businea 
would be better to report on what tatives of all three have appeared School models their use of time· 
the Xavier Computer Committee before the Committee. Since the sharing after the Tuck School's,----------------------------, 
has been doing, and not doing, to coats of Metridata tim•aharing are and a large business school in 
improve this situation. The Deans' so high, the two serious alterna· Montreal, H.E.C.M., uses DTSS. 
letter of June 5 to the Xavier fac· tivea seem to be SWORCC and Dar· There are about 50 large data bases 
ulty and administration is printed tmouth. on DTSS for use in sociology, an· 
elsewhere in this~~~ f!{;the News. SWORCC tim•aharing is IBM's th~opology, hi~~!°'" !"ld, poli~ic~ 
It is understood that the Deans re· "CAILOS" system. The academic 8Cl~nce. There is ProJec~. C<M!XISt • 
fer to fundraising for access to resources available are three Ian· which uses DTSS to ~n1fy un~er· 
DTSS as separate from the Ad· pages (IBM BASIC, FORTRAN, graduat~ mat.hematics, physic~, 
June 5, 1972 
vancement Fund. PL-l), a library which is mostly and engme~rmg. The ac~~emic 
A · fi · t t' t' ~ documentation for DTSS is ex· t its irst meetmg, the Com· s a is ics programs .or non-pro· 11 t Th te . ted puter Committee received the Presi· grammera, and various subroutines c: ;n t f; e i:;:n·comp:e r·onedn d 
dent's charge: "to review our entire for programmers. CAILOS is in 8 ~ .e~ ' t ac fi ~ m~S r, an 8 · 
computer operation to see if our rather limited use at U.C. and ~urns ra ord n s t very e~y 
computer services to the University Miami U., the other member of t~ uae,l an ,;;:en °t p:,o~ra~ ~r 
community can be improved." Thia SWORCC. The News was not able emse v::· tot~ c~s 1 lteaVlet~ ts. would seem to imply that both ad· to locate any academic document&· ';,mpara J·fied e boca 8 ma~~· 
ministrative data processing, tion of U.C.'a time-sharing. It coats x ~e ~ ~ r ;:rv;s OU i ~ 
"ADP", and academic computing $588/month for a dedicated port. D.art., teh hava 'death etmDTSy, asn· 
uld be · I · . mou ave sm a is 
who Cogiv~n c 08e examination The Dartmouth Time-Sharing the principal example of a success· 
dy the f; ~mittee. What has been System, "DTSS", is the most-co· ful academic "interactive comput· 
one so ar · · pied in the world, and is said to irig system " and would be worth 
First, let's consider the ADP. At have more active users than any getting acc~ss to it even ifit cost 20 
the meeting on Nov. 6, reducing the other time-sharing system. It is in· percent more than the alternatives 
costs of the present Computer Cen· ternationally recognized as the - because so much more can be 
ter operation was mentioned by leader in academic time-sharing. done on DTSS. The cost-effective-
several members. Mention was 'I_'he News has found documents· ness of DTSS is very high. 
made that Xavier's ADP cost is tion on DTSS on the reserve shelf 
now over twice the national aver· of the Xavier Library: 16 docu·· How seriously is the Committee 
age, and that competitive bids ments, including one on the "Data considering the academic time· 
ought to be invited for the AD~ as System Specification and Support- sharing needs of Xavier? So far, 
one way to reduce the costs. Since ing Information" which the U.S. one questionnaire has been sent 
then, very little has been said or Naval Academy used in testing 15 out to a selected sample of faculty. 
done about ADP. Not even a ques· time-sharing systems before in· It was so complicated that most of 
tionnaire has been sent out to the. stalling a duplicate of DTSS in the copies apparently ended up in 
users of the leased IBM-360/30 Feb. 1971. Furthermore, a com· the waste basket. The IJI'SS docu· 
ADP computer at Xavier. This mercial vendor of computer serv· ments on the reserve shelf of our Ji. 
might have determined if the users ices, Computer Sharing Services, brary have only been used by one 
really need all the ADP services of· Inc., Denver, Colorado, recently se- out of the 20 Committee members, 
fered to them by the Computer Cen· lected IJI'SS as best for their com· and he only used one of the 16 
ter, and if the Center's services are mercial time-sharing services. docwnents. Also, it seems that they 
Would you share malt liquor with a friend? 
Sure. Now there's no question about it. Because now m~lt liquor has a good 
name. BUDWEISER. BUDWEISER Malt Liquor _is 100%-malt, malt liquor (no 
other grains are added). This makes BUDWEISER the first malt liquor 
that' really is ••• malt liquor. 
TO; Members of the Xavier Faculty and Administration 
From:. Dean~ Felten, Hailston~s,,an~ McCo~.: 1, f c 1 ;. 1 1 . 1 ; 
I, , I J,,. ..; . 1 t 1 • 
Re: Dartmouth Time-Sharing for Xavier University · ' .. 
In order to achieve extensive participation of our academic com· 
munity in arriving at a consensus on our academic priorities, the 
academic departments and divisions were asked earlier in the year 
to meet among themselves to formulate written statements of thier 
own priorities. These.were to be used by us in determining Xavier's 
overall academic priorities. We find one outstanding academic pri· 
ority upon which we already agree. It enhances rather than con· 
tends with the others because it has such an overall significance for 
the immediate present and long-range future of the University, and 
because funds can be raised ·for it without interfering with . any 
other fundraising efforts. ' '. 
We have discovered a broad consensus among faculty in a wide 
variety of disciplines, calling. for academic time-sharing. A very 
substantial part of this consensus calls explicitlY- for participation 
in the well-known and widely used Dartmouth Time-Sharing Sys· 
tern, and we judge that all our academic people who want time-shar· 
ing would welcome this. Thorough and far-reaching objective stud· 
ies have been made, at Xavier and elsewhere, which prove the 
unquestionable soundness of this choice. It can even encourage 
more effective use of any batch-processing facilities. Our University 
must have access to a high quality academic time-sharing system if 
we are to remain competitive in providing our students with a 
sound education for the future. 
It is essential for Xavier that our academic time-sharing be es~ 
cially designed, and continue to be developed, for easy use in our 
type of university, where the vast majority of users are and will be 
non-computer-oriented students and faculty. Furtthermore, we must 
have the kind of time-sharing which can act as a powerful magnet 
for student enrollment and substantial grant funds. Dartmouth 
Tim•Sharing has been fully proved to fulfill these criteria, and is 
internationally_ recognized for its leadership. Its quality can only 
enhance generally the probability of raising money for our aca-
demic priorities. Xavier cannot afford to be without it. 
We are determined, therefore, to make Dartmouth Tim•Sharing 
available to our faculty and students at the earliest possible date 
this year, in so far as funds can be raised for it, to help carry for· 
ward all our academic priorities. The academic linkup with Dar· 
tmouth College via time-sharing can radiate at Xavier, and into the 
Cincinnati academic community, an aura of Ivy League quality, 
success, and national reputation. This can provide totally new and 
desirable perspectives for the academic and fundraising future of 
the whole .University. We shall do all we can to make sure that the 
above mentioned considerations are reflected iri Xavier's immediate 
. fundraising efforts. 
cc: Provost, Academic Vice President, Associate Deans, Assistant 
Deans 
r-----------. ---, 
I_ . :Jisb ,. 1 ,. 99~ with I 
· · · I . · · · · _g_ .... i this 
, 1 3 1 I 1 • ; , .~ ··, ~ • ; • coupon I · 
I. 
;.:,. .. l" .. .t-",,..""i· ·~',~i.•!,v,.~ ·· .. ;',,..~ .. "-.... 
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T:!!!!~.1 to scrutinize computing?' 
ing. Later, the Plarining Board of and facilities whenever possible. Presentation of 
the College of Arts and Sciences The Hospital Administration· pro- this degree to him would put the 
voted that the College should parti· gram is an example of this. U.C. crowning touch on the Trustees' de-
cipate in DTSS beginning last Sep- Presideµt Wafien Bennis has ciaion to provide funds for Xavier's 
tember. Deans Felten, Hailstones, stated his personal belief that com· being regional host for acce88 to 
and McCoy have made joint budget puters may be more useful to the DTSS. Dr. Kemeny is inter· 
requests for access to DTSS start- administration and running of uni· nationally known for being assis· 
ing last September and for next versities in the next 15 years than tant to Einstein (1948-49), and as a 
year, 1973-74. in learning and teaching. His mathematician, philosopher, and 
the degelopment of the whole Uni· ·to write more of their view• on 
versity. Our Chancellor, Rev. Paul Xavier'• comp;. Uni future• 
L. o:connor, S.J., past President of Pleue eend le«en to the X. U. 
Xavier, has cannily reminded us New• office in the Xavier Uni-
that "Excellence attracts money." ver1ity Student Center before 
We would add that it attracts good Dec. 18. Letten eent there will 
students, and good faculty, and a be preaented to1ether to &be 
stronger life for Xavier. Board of Trueteee before thQ . 
After conferring with Xavier fun. S\'.VO~CC center seems to reflect educator. He is one of the few pio-
draisers, Fr. Felten made a trip to this •. s~nce t~e emphasi~ is on IBM neering fathers of academic time-
Dartmouth last March to meet with a~mstrative-batch-onented com· sharing, and is the patriarch of 
President John G. Kemeny, to ee- puting, and .could c~ntinu~ to be DTSS, which has given the back· 
cure his imprimatur on the consid· host for this. Xavier, with its· bone to today's burgeoning com· 
erable number of commitments al· present and projected ties with mercial time-sharing service busi· 
ready made to Xavier for "total Dartmo?t~. could.be h~st for DTSS nesses. He determined that 
coordination" in academic time· aca.demic·u~tera.ctive-~nented com- knowledge about using computers 
sharing by the staff of the DTSS puting! which is rapidly growing is e88ential to a liberal arts educa-
center at Dartmouth, and to gain as an .mte!"al part of learning and ti on, and insisted that all under-
his agreement to help Xavier all he teaching m. contempora~y secon· graduate students at Dartmouth be 
can in raising funds for.Xavier's dary and.higher education. (Cf., the first ones with access to DTSS 
use of DTSS. Dr. Kemeny gave T?e Computer aa Pupil, on the X.U. when it was bom in mid-1964. Dr. 
these to Fr. Felten, and added that Library reserve shelf.) Kemeny is carrying forward Dar· 
a xavier-Dartmouth academic Recommendation "A" is espe· tmouth's long tradition of sharing 
linkup could be built on the DTSS cially important for students and its resources with those beyond the 
linkup. Xavier's fundraisers were for Xavier for at least the following campus boundaries. He has made 
very pleased with the results of the reasons: the results of Dartmouth's past and 
trip. 1.) A valid contemporary educa- future large endowment available 
In 1971, Dr. John A. Howard meet in early January. Eacb 
President of Rockford College and pereon'• thou1ht• will be ap-
head of the Association of Presi· predated and carefully coneid-
dents of Independent Colleges and ered. ~Diiiiifjmma.: 
Universities, stated that "If the pri· a.. . 
vate college is ... not doing things -~ 
In early April, three proposals in· tion must nowadays include access to XaVier, if Xavier cares to have 
volving DTSS were given to Xa· to teaching a time-sharing com· them. 
vier's Becker House staff' puter, in order to realize that a re- The Xavier Newa calls for the 
better than the public institution, Help. 
then it really loses its justification 
and, naturally, its support. It 
seeos to me that the private col· 
leges really have - in many cases 
- forfeited their birthright .... 
[Surviving and prospering depends 
on providing serious students with 
lively, worthy, and responsible] 
educational services that are for· 
ward-looking, sound, and affirma-
tively related to the society." The 
Trustees could not go wrong in al· 
locating the modest funding to in· 
itiate Xavier's linkup to the Dar-
tmouth Time-Sharing System 
which has all the propertiee cited 
by Dr. Howard as an educational 
service with which Xavier might 
prosper. 
The News would like to invite 
1tudents, faculty, adminie-










1.) One-third of a 3-year grant to ~ote computer need not be an ob- Board of Trustees to help Xavier 
bring 20 ports of DTSS to Cincin· Ject of fe.ar or mysterious awe. take a giant step, perhaps, toward 
nati, with X.U. as regional host: Computenzed data banks must be the forefront of contemporary aca-
$150,000. (I'he other 2/3 was to be undentood by wel.1-inf~rrned citi- deoic excellence in undergraduate 
raised, as Dr. Kemeny recom- zens. Person-machme mteraction liberal arts education. The ex-
mended, from the Sloan Founda· can release human creativity. cellence of DTSS is internationally 
tion when the first 1/3 was raised 2.) Commitment of money to sup- recognized and can only enhance 
elsewhere.) port access to DTSS could be used r----------~~---------------------iiililiiii 
2.) High-speed terminal equip· as a fundraising lever to pry loose 
ment specified by the Lodge Learn· fund.a for further use ?f DTSS .. It 
ing Lab J)irector, to initiate a wou.ld ,be money well mvested m 
unique project on individualizing Xavter s future. Dr. Kernen~ recom· 
secondary school instruction via mended the Sloan Foundat10n as a 
student-generated learning texts on grant source, due to its well-known 
IYl'SS: $25 ooo. support of DTSS and interest in 
' "Technology in Education." 
3.) An endowed computer facility . 
to make finn Xavier's regional role 3.~ Comm1tme!1t of money for ac· 
in service to the community via cessmg IYI'SS nught enable X.l!· ~o 
providing high quality academic propo~e to ~artmouth thi;tt we JOID 
time-sharing services based on t~e~ m a Technology ID. Educa· 
IYl'SS. tlon proposal to the Sloan Foun-
dation. 
What has been done about these 
proposals? A start was apparently 4:) This ~ommit~ent would '?e. a 
made on raising some money for sohd start ID enabhng X.U. to JOID 
them. The first two proposals were in a conso~ium with U.C., as rec-
combined into one by Becker on_imended.m "B". above, ~nd be a 
House, and solicitations begun. Mid~est pioneer m appl,ying and 
However, this effort was stopped offenng DTS~ as a ser~ce ~o the 
suddenly in late April. Based upon wh?le academic community m our 
factual evidence, some of which region. 
was reported in last week's News 5.) Various professional fundrai-
article on Xavier computing, the sers have expressed their belief 
News feels that last April, for un· that a Xavier-Dartmouth academic 
known reasons, the V.P. for Busi- linkup via DTSS would provide an 
ness-Finance and his staff some- incomparable spark of uniqueness 
how brought the fundraising for at Xavier to amplify the success of 
the IYI'SS proposals to a halt. the Advancement Fund campaign. 
f rlendly feelings and the great taste of 
Coca-Cola.' That's the way it should be. 
Given this sorry state of affairs, Prospective donors cou.ld. be a~­
and considering what has already proached on another basis m addi-
been done about IYl'SS at Xavier, ti.on to the fact that private educa· 
the Xavier News would like to hon ought to be supported 
make these recommendations: nowadays. 
!I n's the real thing.Coke. 
' . ~ '. '1 
A.) Xavier should have access to From all the facts available to Bottled unlfer the euthOrity of T~ <:oc~·Co_!!I Com_eany Ir(: ."The Coc•·Cola Bonling VUnrks Company, Cincinn11i". 
~bthe~t~~s~~~c~eCom~h~~ommtth~tta~,-~-~~-7~--~~~~~~~~~-----~--~~-----~---~ 
year. As indicated above, a broad pe.ars un!maginable ~at the Com· i l""•••••·il: '•'•illll•~•lllllil•••••••••-----•••••••••••• 
spectrum of the Xavier family_ mittee will do anything but select 
from students to Deans to Trustees DTSS for Xavier, and put their 
- agree on DTSS as their choice. stamp of app~oval on what many 
Money for this, about $50,000, can others at Xavte.r have alre~dy ex-
be provided by the Trustees out· of pre~sed as the.tr well-considered 
Xavier's recent unrestricted grant choice .. DTSS 1.s b.Y far the most 
of $175,000 announced by Presi- ~cadem1cally significant alte~na­
dent Mulligan to the faculty last tlve, and the most cost-effective. 
September. He stated that this Not only in DTSS the best choice 
grant would not be used for old un- for now and for Xavier's future, it 
paid bills, but rather for something is. the safest choice for the Com-
new to develop Xavier. The Com- m1ttee memb~rs to make. They 
puter Committee voted at their ought to make it. 
Nov. 6 meeting to request that "the Considering all that has been 
President do everything within his done since last January regarding 
power to see to it that these funds DTSS for Xavier, and all the op-
[ the $175,000 grant] are used portunities and new academic and 
promptly" for access to DTSS, if fundraising perspectives it offers to 
the solicitations made in getting the whole University, the Trustees 
' the grant involved those initiated should have no reservations about 
for the DTSS proposals last April. the wisdom of allocating already 
· (It is curious that the total on the available funds to foster Xavier's 
two combined DTSS proposals is linkup to DTSS and Dartmouth, 
exactly that of the unrestricted and then to U.C. and SWORCC. 
grant referred to by Fr. Mulligan.) Let us continue developing what 
B.) Xavier Trustees should take was begun last January by the 
steps to have Xavier join with U.C. Board of Trustees. 
I 
: ~ 
• < CHIROPRACTIC 
· , · · · · A Dynamic and 
Rewarding Career 
1111 N•d For Mor1 Doctors Of 
CfliroprlCtic 11 lncrnsing 
~or information on career opportunities within the 
Chiropractic. Profession fill. in and mail to: . Chiropractic 
Career, Hamilton County Chiropractic Association PO Box 
11206, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45211 ' · · 
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in a regional academic computing · Last March, President Kemeny 
consortium second to none .. There of Dartmouth was asked about re· 
already is a formal agreement be- ceiving an honorary degree from 
tween X.U. and.U.C .. toshare.staff Xa.yLer in.JwlC.1973 ... -- -- ..... .., 9 .. --------llilillillli···~·-·~ .. ~·~ .. ·-~·~·-------------~· 
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Farrago of Committees or No-Fault Buck Passing 
(EDITORIAL) 
(EDITORIAL 
Xavier is alive, but not extremely well. If it 
should ever completely relax into self-satis-
faction, the Xavier News will regretfully 
write its obituary. Those at Xavier who rec-
ognize a prompt need for certain radical 
changes at least give this university some 
benefit of the doubt for being alive and ac· 
knowledge the fundamental values that de· 
serve redeeming. It may seem odd that the 
new radicalism appears nothing more than 
a frantic traditionalism, having grown some 
hair. I have heard sages of the Ancien Re-
gime harumph in the wisdom of their dee· 
ode or more of -occupation, "So the students 
are grumbling - so what? They've grum· 
bled before; they'll grumble again. Each 
year, students consider themselves so 
unique, but they merely echo tour year old 
complaints. Nothing will change, nor should 
it. lt;s impossible to revamp the entire system 
for people who are here one year kn~wing 
nothing, two years dreaming apropos of 
nothing, and their fir~al year caring about 
nothing of Xavier. Nothing changes." Hera· 
clitus would disagree. I do and I do not. 
Rigid guardians of the status quo should 
be admired tor their protective instincts, as 
long as rigor mortis does not set in. It must 
be admitted that every proposal for change 
should be scrutized. Indeed, one thing that 
Xavier does not lack in administrative delib· 
eration. But the old adage that "knowledge 
is freedom" becomes true only if whatever 
knowledge may be available is used wisely. 
Errors usually arise from a lack of knowl-
edge, a lack of wisdom, or a lack of will 
with enough energy to actualize difficult de· 
cisions; recently, Xavier has shown no lack of 
lacks. 
No one believes in change for change's 
sake and admits it; I do not admit it, and I 
do not believe in it. The only excuse for the 
plethora of committees and sub-committees 
at Xavier is "study is necessary." No doubt 
- I only question what is being studied and 
where was all this careful scrutiny when cer· 
tain decisions of the recent past were made. 
• More recently, it was proposed to the 
Academic Coordinating- Council that a sub· 
committee be authorized specifically to con· 
sider t~e-possibility of Xavier establishing a 
Law School; permission granted - to estab· 
lish a sub-committee that is. Xavier Univer· 
sity has established no less than 37 com· 
mittees; each happily establishing its own 
sub-committees, their growth is geometric. 
Remember the Blob! 
Furthermore, one must question the 
probouleutic effectiveness of even our most 
prestigious committees. A sub-committee of 
the University Budget Committee, studying 
the "football question," recently offered op· 
tional recommendations. The first proposed 
dropping football entirely; the second, con· 
tingent on refusal of the first, called for cut· 
backs of approximately $40,000 - subject 
to appeal by the Athletic Committee, of 
course. Fr. Mulligan accepted the second. 
The indications are that the real decision 
concerning the future of "big time" athletics 
at Xavier will be made in a year, or two. It 
must be remembered that athletics has over· 
spent it budget for, at least, the last two 
years. It must be questioned whether our 
scounts will be snaking forth to entice high 
school stars to Xavier with "full rides". It 
must be questioned whether Xavier is still 
committing itself to "big time" schedules. It 
must be questioned if hints have been made 
to our coaches that perhaps more secure 
employers should be sought. 
Frequently, if one hesitates too long in 
decision making, the decisions are _made 
without any applause or complaints. Too of· 
ten, things just seem to happen at Xavier. 
Did anyone plan the gargantuan growth of 
varsity sports at Xavier, or did it just happen 
in the shuffle of memoranda between com· 
mittees and their respective sub-committees? 
• i ! r , 
Contemplative intellectuals are noto· 
riously bad decision makers. They tend to.--
get bogged down in an overly careful re· 
searcing of irrelevent details till, not os sud· 
denly but quite unknowingly, time allows the 
decision to make itself. So the committee re· 
names itself, dives into data, and again ob· 
solescence outraces a conscious decision. 
If, however, studies are made with a firm 
tradition offering the criteria, one need not 
poll the opinions of every third minute to 
achieve a decision. If a proposal contradicts 
the tradition, it should be rejected without 
apology: "This may be fine for Ohio State, 
but not for Xavier." If innovations are 
presented that offer potential to revitalize 
the tradition, they must be welcomed whole· 
heartedly and promptly. If Xavier has for· 
gotten its tradition, some substantial and 
speedy research is definitely required -
before it's too late. I wonder, however, if 
Xavier has truly forgotten its ideals or is 
merely ashamed or, worse, afraid to live up 
to them. 
At present, the farrago of ~ommittees at 
Xavier is writing its own satire. Unfortu· 
nately, this amorphous wit lacks the focus of 
a Juvenal. No body is laughing. 
-B.Q. 
c·ampus Police and Security at Xavier 
Considerable confussion and controversy 
has ,surrounded the article concerning the 
crime rate increase on the Xavier campus 
published in the December 6 issue of the 
News. First of all, some corrections must be 
made to some of the facts presented in the 
article. Although all the facts were derived 
from official police reports, one of the fig· 
ures mentioned, that of the number of 
armed robberies which have occured on this 
campus in the past seven months, must be 
qualified. This figure was besed on individ· 
ual claims reports (which occured) filed- after -
the armed robbery in the Games .Room, and 
does not, therefore, reflect eleven se·perate 
crimes. Vending machine break-ins are con· 
sider both larceny and malicious destruction 
of property. All other figures, to my kno.wl~ 
edge, are accurate as they sJand. 
Add this: Between May 
of '70 and May of '71, there were 22 arrests 
made on this campus. The following year, 
this number was almost tripled (60). In the 
seven months since last May, there have 
been 49 arrests. 
Secondly, my intention in writing the ar· 
ticle was not to frighten Xavier students or 
to score away $50,000 worth of new admis· 
sions. My intention was to report a fact of 
life at Xavier in the hopes that students 
might take better care of themselves and · 
their property. In supplement to that article, 
then, I would like to list what I believe are 
practical approaches to the situation. 
First of all, Ed Turner, Chief of Campus 
Police, offers some good suggestions on how 
each of us can assist the efforts- of the small 
1) Sufficient security on this campus can-
not be acquired through rental agencies, es-
pecially on the weekends. Xavier has the 
groundworks of a very fine campus po/ice 
siafl. The four full-time employees which 
make up this staff are all commissioned po-
lice oflicers with suflicient training, ability 
· and experience to do their job well. I per-
sonnally cannot understand the reasoning in 
rep/acing these men with "ren~a-cops" many 
of which do not have the training to ensure 
anyone on this campus with the security 
which-is necessary. H6wever, four men can-
not -provide Xavier with 24 hour 7 day·a· 
week security. The obvious conclvsion is that 
an additional man or men must be hired so 
that trained~ :commissioned officers, familiar 
with the caiTtpu~. will be on duty throughout 
the week. ' i -
2) The security of the Xavier residence 
halls is deplorable. I have yet to visit a 
campus, regardless of size, which does not 
have a manned desk at the entrance of the 
hall. Not one of Xavier's residence halls, in-
cluding Kuhlman and Hussman which are 
coed, ore sufficiently staffed to protect ei-
ther the residents or thier property. Each 
dormitory should man the entrance desk at 
least between the hours of 7:00 p.m. and 
8:00 a.m. Each desk should be equipped 
with a .direct line radiophone with the 
campus po/ice. This would not only provide 
Xavier's residence halls with much needed 
protection but also would provide lour sta-. 
tions which students would know could get 
them in touch with the campus police quickly 
if the need did arise. 
car has added salety features to ensure the 
safety of the officer when he uses the car in 
emergencies. The vehicle on which the Xa-
vier Campus -Po/ice must depend should be 
equipped with these features and should be 
replaced at least every two years. This does 
not seem too unreasonable in light of the 
fact that Xavier seems perfectly capable of 
providing others on this campus with new 
cars. 
4) It was suggested twice, prior to the two 
armed robberies which have occured in the 
Gomes Room, that alarm buttons be in-
stalled both in the Games Room and in the 
Grill. The cost of installing buttons behind 
the cash registers in those two areas is in-
. significant. No one expects Xavier to elimi-
nate all the possible crimes that could occur 
on this campus. But if Xavier gets the repu· 
talion of an "easy mark" we have no one 
but ourselves to blame. 
I have used the term "Campus Police" 
throughout this editorial for good reason. A 
safety and security man is fine. for checking 
you packages up at Twin Fair or for helping 
to keep order at large gatherings, e.g., 
baslcetbal/ ga'!'es, but he should not be 
·- hired to do police work ~ something he is 
not qualified to do. Many times we refer to 
the "Xavier Community." One thing every 
community has is a po/ice force. I am not 
suggesting that Xavier hire a whole army of 
men, armed to the teeth, ready to ;ump on 
anyone who looks at them sideways. I am. 
suggesting that Xavier students deservie a 
competent trained group ol individuals 
which is "sufficient lor an institution our size 
Campus Police staff. His statement appe~,rs - 3) A station wagon equipped with a radio in the area that it's in and in the times that 
in this issue of; the News .. S,t?C P.agc B . . . . and;~:e~~flight ';s: Nor ~'·ip~lice" co~·> A~~~po1;ce~·~:.: ·_~,·.~,:_ •. a.-:·,,,, .. ,_-'.;': ..n·.::~.'>,'.,· •• <_~.: .. ·>.>,;~.: ..• ~;.~: ... ·_·.::_:,.·.·~' •. :.·._;_-·,·:_·,~_:·,·.:,.•\:~_.,'.~.· . ~ .. ·.-.~·.-.D~>:':c·;~:.~--K~~.>,l~;~·,··~·<;~~-"_-,_-
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Common Sense 
BOB HELERINGER --------------1 
where do we line up for our shots so for old ... "It's the sudden brief players. Unfortunately, it is they hire more teachers. For a student 
Football - "Now. More Than we don't catch it? Such barrages of stardom of all those American no- who matter the most in those elitist population that is annually declin-
Ever" rhetorical assaults are like an wherevilles leaping to life from denunciations we're being force-fed ing? Sure. We could always use a 
army of long fingernails being their former states of geagraphical every week. No one springs to their few more English teachers. Retire 
In this day and age, on campuses raked over a blackboard. When one Limbo. Towns like Boulder, Fa- defense as would surely happen at anyone over 30. Expand the Black 
from coast to coast, firebrands are extracts the lard from those ran- yetteville, Lexington, Carbondale, Southern Cal. or Boston College or Magic Department. How about our 
at a distinct premium. A firebrand corous harangues, what is easily Worcester, Morgantown, Provo, Florida State or even Slippery Slovak studies? Let's build acres of 
is not a tire tool or a roedo act. Gen· discernable is an intense con· Oxford, Ann Arbor, Uncoln, Tus: Rock. Not a murmur is heard from additional classrooms for those 
erally speaking, they are disturbed demnation of a legitimate student caloosa, Baton Rouge, Chapel Hill, their official voice, the spineless non-students who won't be coming 
human beings who feel compelled endeavor at this university. What I and ... South Bend. Yes, it's the Student Affairs Office. Not a word in the future. Carpet the mall. At 
by Conscience to single-handedly want to know is WHY? It is defi- Bulldogs, the Commodores, the of support from alumni, faculty, lo- last, we'll have the money to fulfill 
lay .w~ste the i~stituti~ns of Evil. nitely time for some rational com- Golden Flashes, the Shockers, the cal priests, the Student Senate, or every student body President's 
Their idea of e~istence ts an eternal mon sense to be introduced to this Cardinale, the Cornhuskers, the even the bevy of beau ties who fondest dream - bugging Fr. Mul· 
struggle agamst t~e World, the acerbic recipe. Such a task will be Volunteers, the Crusaders, the frequent their tables and rooms. ligan's office a la Watergate. Bloat 
F~eeh, ~nd the Devil. Ther exude monumental, but then so was the Green Wave, the Gators, the Wolve- Nothing. Nothing to stop the Big the already bulging Student Af· 
V!rtuosity. Th~r.are. t~e,ep1tm~e ?f ftioon. . rines, the Cadets, and the Bobcats, B.Q. Machine. If this sounds like fairs Office. Increase their "staff 
R1ghteousne~s. Thetr hobby ts For friends, I've had ·it with these Bearcats, and Wildcats ... not to an indictment, it is. But then, per- benefits." Caviar every third Mon-
called Perfection. They are Nathan 20 Id . If t led di mention the Musketeers. haps they do not feel a pressing day in the cafeteria. We can finally Hale Antigone Lefty Bicek and -year-o se ·s y guar ans S h h · f~ d J F d T 
·J k: ·R b' ' ll t 'Th . who tell us college football is so Who needs it? - you're mumbl- need to speak out. uc a pat etic a ior to pay ane on a. urn 
ac 1e o tnson a a once. e1r ted · · If I d · l attitude is inexcusable The indi- Breen Lodge into a Museum of Nat· 
favorite song is "The Impossible much was energy. That surely m_g to yourse · .n~e it, a ong 'd l I t b . bl'cl d ural Herstory. With that windfall, 
Dream." Their only suits are made there are greater problems afoot with a few other ~ulbon souls. i:or !'1 dueda pfay~tr~ mthus ehpu a1kythe-e 
. . , . than the Texas Tor a zone defense four months durmg the Fall m- ien , or 1 ts ey w o m e we don't have to bum ROTC out, · 
of "shmmg armor.' Sometimes . · . . 1·. l ' h g B u f th complex we can bri~ them to go. We can they come complete with exoti~ That if the energy of a t~ousand significant people tke myse f (w o ~m~. l ec; se ~ l et of the bring Mt. Rushmore, Disneyland, 
names such as Mulanne Tung- water-boys could be put mto the h~s never played a s~ond of orga- P ys1c~t .an f'~n ~ ~~~r: the in- the Indianapolis 500, and the 
anne. Their life expectancy is usu- peace movement, or th~ U.N., or mzed football) can d!vorce them· ~~~· 1 l1sf ont~ ftcl a knows Space Program to Xavier. And the 
ally one year at any alven school.. Ecology, or the fight against Green selves from worldly tlls (~owever 1v1 uab tooth 8: pfay~rtory and 
. ... . Go-Go of Monaco the world would gauche that may be). The mmd can more a ou e JOY o vie Xavier News can finally change to 
And the on.ly th mg for cer~arn be a much bette; place Or that a become gleefully immersed in sec- the agony of defeat than any other a 98-page format complete with 




t f, • xceeds B Q 's 
~ · ond field goal isn't worth a Conti- conference champ1onsh1ps. o persona a en e ar e . · more and more and more. 
· '.fhie y~ar'e represt;ntative of th\i nental when it comes to combating cares about the price of kumquats ultra-shallow s~reotype of a ~ob But I don't think so. The game is 
High-Octane Club ts non~ oth~r urban blight. But I would hesitate when you can watch a clash of of hrachc~ph~h~ h~oo~s pushing most assuredly here to stay. Ar· 
than that well-known, senocom1c to be so cocksure. strategies such as occurs between a around a BW1ne s hide. Sure, they guing so vehemently against col-
JC U News editor - B.Q., who Th . t d l . 60-year-old Bear Bryant (of Ala- get "paid" (scholarships). So do lege football is like trying to abol· 
should not be confused with D.Q. l :ir~ ts ~hgrea h eta mtorethl~· bama) and a 30-year-old Bill Battle students on academic scholarship, ish Social Security .. Or Death. Or 
or (certainly not) l.Q. vo v d ere aFn wtba ll~ee( s etr (of Tennessee) Geographically, people who recruit for Fr. O'Brien, Income Taxes. Sure, the Commu-
crosse eyes. oo a s or any · . , . · 't t d ts ~ ten' a work , WIN 
This man has what amounts to a other sports') ultimate redeeming what Southerner •.sn t ecstatic mmon Y s u en • caie · nique emphasized the teams · 
'devil fixation concerning collegiate value becomes crystal clear when, when Not~e Dame 1e mauled by ~rs, etc. etc. If one perform~ a eerv- NING. What's so repugnant or bi· 
sports in general and football in before a national television au- LSU down m the swamps at Baton ice for the sc,hool, one ts .co_m· zarre about that? ("You know that 
particular. Recently, he has eng- dience a delgate rises at a political Rouge or a Westerner when a heav- pensated. I cant see any stup1fymg while all the runners in the sta· 
· · f · · ' 'l f red Oh' St t · bl't d by conundrum here d" t k t · th th ,ulfed us in a series o rtp·em-up, convention to declare: "Madame 1 y- avo 10 a e is 1 ze . · 1um a e par m e race, e 
·tear-em-up, give-em-hell editorials Armchair _ The state of Nebr- a Chicano quarterback throwing But then, B.Q. and his legion of award goes to one man. In that 
decrying the lurid evils of the Pig- aeka as proud of its ticket as it is bullets for Stanford in the Rose zealots are not concerned with such case, run so as to win!" Cor; 1-9:24) 
skin. To him, a football season is of iU: No. 1 football team, proudly Bowl? That, go?d peo~le, unde_r· incidentals .. T~ey ae~ociate such How many courses does a stu-
,something that comes between the casts all 24 of its votes for the next scores the crucible point of this scattered thmkmg with those ut- dent take with the intended goal of 
rabbit and squirrel seasons. It's a vice-president ... " Yea! It's the Big bombast. Collegia~e football is a terly depraved Middl~ Claes values failing? We don't need St. Paul to 
turkey shoot, only this time it's Red; whether it be Nebraska; Okla-. matter of People: It:is a game.of the (Ugh!). No, "'.ha~ this.hunch .sees tell us that even marginal students 
being done with sledgehammers. homa, Alabama, Arkansas, or In- !°asses - hell,. it is the masses. ~t between the fire !n thetr eyes is a!l strive for C's. As the inimitable 
~As evidence of some of his morE diana. It's the umpteenth class at 1~ our true P8:stime, our sec~ar reh· th~t MONEY! With ea~h hyper-edi- Coach Adolph Rupp said: "If 
"objective" exposition, Mr. Q de- Notre Dame singing "Cheer, cheer gion, o~r national credo. I~ en~~ an tonal t~e amount of aid to football you're not supposed to win, why do 
scribes the sport as "a disease," "a · - .. - ·· · obsess10n, but a possession. Al· myetenouely skyrockets. Runaway they keep score?" 
cancer," "insane," "a waste," "in· TYPING• ways imitated, never duplicated." inflation is not rampant on Wall 
0 
f f 't rts 'te 
lappropriate " "an ulcer" "unjusti· • It is the sideshows, tailgate bar· Street, it's rampant in the Xavier ne 0 my. avor;i; e epo wn rs 
fled" "crude" "a rotti~g corpse" TERM PAPERS becuee, parades, floats, Home· News. "Why burn money to the once apolothgized:b.Int m([ ~~~lu)nj 
and' likened to Sodom Gammorah Professional Resumes coming Queens(?), the speeches. It false god of athletic scholarships?" rboeason on e .~uN~ecd 00I Re 'd 
. ' ' . X . b d "th th . h . h" W I h ht th t w to no one. or o . gar . and the Nazi Party. The litany. For details 271-1984 ts our own avier an WI etr (emp as1e is) ow. t oug a l f . l th t ti 
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• . Fast Service T h "k k , 0 rt f 1812 At t ff t t 'th W'll' Ra cs, s a a ways ove e game. I mean if it's all that gruesome c at ovs y s ve ure o . s u wen ou WI 1 1am n- B t . d f al' d 
' ' -- night. With fireworks. And can- dolph Hearst. It intrigues me as to h~ m~teha 0 hreg b~~gd my r~a er· 
nons. And I'm perspiring ... what we would do with this How- 8ti •P Wlf '~T skuc ad E mt" prloc amta· 
Custoin 
bl~riding 
18 our T 1£ARROUSEL . . 1 J.<1lDacco spec1a ty ••• snoppe 
8001 Reading Rd.-Carrousel Inn 
Open: Mon.-Sat., q A.!'vt.~IO P.M. 
We carry a fine selection of 
imrorted and domestic tobaccos, 
cigars, pipes and sniokers' articles. 
Sun .. 12 Noon-5 P.M. 
Phone: (513) 821-5350 
* AIR COOlED OVERHEAD 
CAM FRONT ENGINE SEE THE NEW 
* FRONT WHEEl DtllVE 
* 4-SPEED SYNCHROMISH 
TRANSMISSION 
* POWER DISC BRAKE * 6-Pl Y TIRES ON SEDAN, 
HON DAS 
RADIAl ON COUPES ~* 12 MONTH OR 12,000 • 
MILE WARRANTY .. -·· _,_ ,, 
* OVER 40 MILES PER · · ·· · .. • . ·-.:: . 
GAlLON ' 
* LOWEST PRICED CAR ~f .. 
IN HAMILTON COUNTY 
10% DOWN - OHL Y 
S59.00 PER MONTH 
INCLUDING FREIGHT, Come In #or a Test Drive Today 
DEALER PREP. AND 
SALES TAX 
SUPERIOR CHEV. 
4124 SPRING GROVE AVE. 541-3300 . 
h edl . on o a e an a - say o unae am y. ard Hughesesque fortune, once th f th ll "T k d 
l h l h. te · e oo a -muggers, a e an When we talk about football and footbal sc o ars 1psldwbere rmt· Savor." 
people, we are talking abo.ut the nated. Why, we co1;1 uy. ·.er, 
1'.."RVJi&" ·~Ca. 
T ...... Bar 8lclg. Coult & Main SIL 
Clndnnall, Ohio 45201 
2'1-3510 
CINCN4ATI OWNED & OPlllATB> 




(Cincinnati's lowest prices on 
quality merchandise) 
RADIO ~ TV - STEREO 
SPORTING EQUIPMENT 
TROPHIES - AWARDS 
· 10,000 GIFT IDEAS 
(almost 500 pages) 
SHOW ROOM HOURS 
for CHRISTMAS SHOPPING: 
Monday thru Saturday - 8:30 am to 5:15 pm 
Monday and Thursday Evenings - til 8:30 pm --------
STOP I N FOR If you prefer, mliil us the coupon with $1.00 and I we'll deliver to you. 
YOUR FREE I 
1973. ~:::SS 
CATALOG, City State Zip__ I 
just fi 11 in You can trust Cincinnati Owned & Operated I 
and bririg . 
this coupon. The RICHTER & PHILLIPS CO. ·1 _ . ·. . ..... :_.\ -<' .. , .T~pl~ -~ar ~ld_g.~Cou~ ~--~-'l";~i~~i~'1a~i;:~.:.~~~J .. ;7~~?~.'~::ti:Hf'.!/.fi.~~i· 
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Xavier Drops Two in a Row 
by Tim Teahan 
Sport• Editor 
=:XAVIER NEWS------
. - . 
SPORTS The Muskies were deep in the clock at the eight second mark with jumped out in front to stay, 20-9, heart of Texas last Saturday, but a time out. The ~bels regrouped scoring 10 points in a minute-and-
didn't find any yellow roses. In- a~d put th~ ball inbounds at the a-half. Iii.. ~ 
stead, they found a thom, handed midcourt hne and at the buzzer, Houston had no mercy, and at '------------------------~ 
to them by the University of Hous- Tho~as ~ore center :red Vol- the half, led by a comfortable52-29 Mat men Win in Home Debut 
ton. The Cougars trounced Xavier, pe!'hem lwd up a two-pointer off a margin. 
114-73 in Xavier's firshoad trip of =~s:ed shot by teammate Bob By intermission, even the hot 
the '72-'73 campaign. · c · . dog vendors knew Houston would 
The loss dropped the Muskies to The Cougars layed a big loss on win but the question was just a 
1-2, the other loss to Thomas More Xavier, the second worst defeat matter of numbers. 
who beat XU 65-64 at the buzzer since Xavier has been fielding a i Th H t l' b d 1 c t e ous on score c 1m e a -
last Monday night. age eam. most as fast as the time on ihe 
Thomas More shot out to an Dwight Jones, Houston's 6-10 clock declined in the second half 
early lead, but the Muskies came center, poured in 19 points and and with about nine minutes re: 
back and built up a 1 O point lead grabbed as many rebounds in addi- maining, Cougar coach Guy LeWis 
midway through the first period. tion to blocking eight XU shots. sent in his reserves, with a decisive 
However, the Rebels rebounded to Bob Fullarton, Xavier senior 6-10 92-49 advantage. 
within four, 34-30, at the inter· center, was top scorer for the Mus- The rebounding totals were al-
mission, when they scored five kies, scoring 16 points, followed by most as lopsided as the final 114-73 
points in 24 seconds. sophomores Jim Rippe and Pete score, with Houston pulling down 
The second half was a see-saw Accetta, who both chipped in 12 67 to Xavier's 32. The victory left 
battle, with the score being tied ten points. the Cougars with a 5-1 slate, while 
times. Going into the final minute Xavier's game plan was to block the Muskies dropped to 1-2. 
of play, the Muskies were down by the· inside, not allowing Houston This weekend Xavier travels to 
one. Then, with eight seconds re- to, according to Xavier coach, Dick the cold of Milwaukee to face a hot 
maining, junior guard Steve Pen- Clll!'pbell play "a volleyball game, Marquette five, unbeaten in four 
horwood was fouled by a TM de· letting the Cougars get three, four outings. The Muskies then return 
fender and very coolly sank a pair or five tips at the basket." to the friendly Schmidt Memorial 
of charity tossess, putting XU out The plan worked for the opening Fieldhouse to face Auburn on Dec. 
in front by one, 64-63. five minutes, and XU trailed by 19, before heading to the 1972 Roa-
The game was seemingly in the only one, 10-9. But, something went drunner Classic hosted by New 
bag for Xavier, but with eight sec· haywire, and the Muskies forgot Mexico State in Las Cruces, New 
onds remaining, TM stopped the about the inside and the Cougars Mexico. 
DAY DATE 
by Jim Ducibella 
Sports Reporter 
continued to wrestle well, but Wil-
berforce tied the team score at 9-9 
when Ed Bronson defeated John 
Last Thursday night about 100 Beletic 12-7 in another close match. 
people traveled over to cardiac Wilberforce took the lead for the 
castle (Schmidt Memoria·l Field- first and only time in the next 
house) to witness the newly"formed weight classification as Clarence 
Xavier wrestling team, in its' home Jaycocks bested Roy Miller. Xavier 
opener. If there were any thoughts began its' comeback in the very 
of growing pains for this team, next event with Bob Morgan de-
they were quickly dispelled as the feating Paul Tecpanecata to tie the 
Muskie matmen disposed of a sup~ score once again, this time at 15 
osedly to11Bh Wilbe.rforce sq'uaa by apiece.: Morgail'.s :viCtory.,began a 
the lopsided score of 3~18. streak of 4 matches in which Mus-
Bolstered by a quick 6-0 forfeit kie grappler& emerged victorious. 
win the 118 lb. class, Xavier sent In quick succession, Jim Bergman; 
126 lb. Tom Hayes against Dan Ted Mitchel; and Bob Stupica 
Foster in what proved to be the eliminated their opponents to pad 
most exciting and equal match of the score to 30-15, Xavier. Both 
the evening. With both men in con· Bergman and Stupica .pinned their 
tinual trouble, the final score of 7.3 foes, with both extending their per-
(Hayee) is not a true indication of sonal winnini- streaks to two 
the closeness of the event. Hayes' straight, and Stupica registering 
victory gave the Muskies a 9-0 his sec;ond straight pin. This set 
bulge, which was quickly cut to 9-6 the stqe for· the final bout in the 
when Wilberforce's Stan Jaycocks heavyweight division, with Ed 
won the 134 lb. match. Both teams Judge wrestling Thedric Wright to 
TEAM TIME 
a standstill during the first period. 
However, once Wright established 
a 5-3 lead, he was able to keep con-
trol of the activity until time ex-
pired. 
Coach Xim Gehring has formed a 
surprising tough team, given the 
fact that formal "practices have 
Wed. January 3 Miami 8:00 PM 
been in existence only since early 
November. Considering the fact 
that almost half the squad are 
freshman, Gehring has a team that 
should become a power to reckon 
with in the near future. 
Sat. January 6 Dayton 3:30 PM 
Sat. January t 3 Detroit 3:30 PM 
Sat. February 11 St. Joseph I :00 PM 
LIVE, COLOR COVERAGE ON 
WLWT5 
THE sports station 
in Cincinnati I 
BROUGHT BY .. :~ .. :: .... . \' , I 
'!: 
Beer 
JUST ANOTHER EXAMPLE OF A PROUD LOCAL COMPANY, WITH OUR 
LOYAL LOCAL Er.nPLOYEES, MEETING OUR CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY IN 
SUPPORT OF THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM OF A GREAT LOCAL UNIVERSITY. 
THE HUDEPOHL BREWING CO., CINCINNATI, OfilO 
XU SAILORS 
in TOP 20 
by Bill Bromer 
Sports Reporter 
During Thanksgiving vacation 
five members of the Xavier Univer-
sity Sailing Team endured the cold, 
the rain, and the snow to place 
higher than any Musketeer team 
since Xavier won the N.I.T. Basket-
ball Championship in 1958. 
The Xavier Sailing Team fin-
ished tenth out of seventeen of the 
best sailing teams in the nation. 
All 17 teams met on Friday morn-
ing, November 24, at the Chicago 
Yacht Club at Belmont Harbor to 
begin the most. important regatta 
of the year. This regatta offers the 
best competition available in colle-
giate sailing, and Xavier has com· 
peted in this event for the last three 
years. The tenth place finish 
' ranked the Sailing Musketeeres in 
the top twenty schools in the na· 
ti on. 
Individually, Paul Siegel placed 
fifth in the "A" division and was 
beaten only by such Collegiate All· 
Americans as Bill Campbell from 
Navy and Gred Jobsen from New 
York Maritime. This performance 
almost assures Paul of receiving an 
All-American statuts. 
Bill Bell also did quite well in the 
"B" division considering this was 
the first time he had sailed in this 




Music and Poetry 
Host: Greg Picciano 
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Bill Kerwin at the · ~oviea 
Because of certain peculiar char· that results from an experience of of his life. Consequently, this Hol· nique are often not artistic at all, completely aucceuful, Jubrick's ap-
acteristics of the medium itself, the cinematic violence makes such de- lywood technique should only be but merely voyeuristic - and a plication of this technique (the 
question of violence in cinema tachment impoaaible. used when the character is com· morbid, futile voyeurism at that. cinematic realization of the rever· 
raises some unique problems for Since the basic aesthetic problem pletely unimportant, or when the (Hitchcock's Rear Window is, in iea of a muaic-lovin1. aadiat) was 
both the artist and the critic. The of film violence is one of pre· director deliberately wishes to this respect, a remarkable example certainly appropriate. But I doubt 
representation of violence in film venting an aesthetically paral· create this impre&Bion of ahrin· of content commenting on form.) if such a technique would be useful 
will arouse more overpowerin1 sen· yzing disorientation in the mind ka1e, of anti-climax. Used other· The third technique I wish to in a 1eneral context. It is too pre-
aations in an audience than will an and senses of the individual per· wise, it may be superficially effec· mention is an intereetini contem· cious, too special. It lacks intellect; 
analogous representation .in any ceiver, the aolu~ona to the probl.em tive, but it is also completely porary reversal of Lang's funda· it is totally sensuous. 
other art form. Drama poaseaaell a must be found 1n methods which heartleBS. It would be better to omit mental principle, 88 outlined The fifth and final technique is, 
temporal and apati8;1 imJ!!~a~, e~a~le the fil~·maker ~o place the violence than to reduce its im· above. Instead of focusing on sym· like Lang's, extremely traditional, 
a!'d, becau~ of t~e size of 1ta 1ndi· wi~hin the film 1tsel! certai~ mech· pact to the level of an unreflective bolic and evocative objects, the di· but, because of its extreme diffi· 
vidu~ ~ud1ence, it also ·posses.sea an1s~s that make 1t po&B1ble for children's game. rector, by means of various meth·· culty, one can tind very few aati• 
the a1gmfic~t advantage of bemg the vie~er ~o preserve an adequ~te The second technique was oda of in-frame composition (many factory examples of it. And, like 
able t~ m~mpulate the po~erful ae.ath~tic di~t.an~e, and thus mmn· brought to perfection by the brood· of them borrowed from Op· and moat very hard things, it sounds 
herd matincta of ma~ .. c1ne~a tmn his eqwhbnum. in1 German director, Fritz Lani. Pop-Art), tuma the actors into ob- very simple on the surface. The di· 
shares these char~~nati.c~ with The traditional Hollywood ap· Before the actual.moment of vio· jecta themselves. The viewer, reac· rector must choose his images of,· 
the drama; an~ h~··~·~ddition, an; pfoach to the problem is one of Jenee, the camera tuma away and ting to them as such, easily main· violence in such a way that the im· 
almost novehatic intimacy and frilhtening pragmatism: physical focuses on some symbolic or evoca· taina his aesthetic distance. John a1ea have a certain intellectual 
subtlety: the vocabulary of film distance equals aesthetic distance tive detail. The viewer is compelled Boorman is the actor-as-object di· content, and materially aaaiat in 
(cloae-~pa, long-ah?ta, P~•· . etc.) - it's as simple as that. The far· to· imagine the violence himself. rector "par excellence." Althou1h the development of the theme. The 
c~~ disclose the. director 8 pnvate ther away the camera, the lees dis· Not only. is he not seriously dis· many obvious ex~plea could be viewer baa his senses and his.in· 
vimon to the audience more person· oriented the audience. Unfortu~ oriented, but he also is permitted to taken from his current film, Deliv· tellect eqa1ed at once, and is thus 
ally, and m~re powerfully, than 8;11 nately, there is a necessary exercise his own artistic imagina· erance, the moat academic illuatra· forced to maintain his orientation. 
~he conventions of ~he atal!e. Thia corollary to this axiom: the au· tion. Perhaps the beat example of tion of this technique can be found Probably the simplest eumple of 
18 the.reason why :vi01.ence m ~lma dience carea le&B, too. A gunman this technique comes from Lang's in one of his earlier works, Point· this method would be the rabbit 
can .d1atu~b ai;id di~nen~. Thia re- falls from his perch atop the roof of own M: instead of witnessing the Blank. A brutal brawl is taking hunt in Renoir'• TM Rule• of tM 
aultmg d1aor1entatio;° h.ea at the the "Golduat Saloon." He is far rape of 8 little girl, the viewer sees place in the lavatory of a fashion· Game. A recent tilm that used this 
root of 8 great aesthetic dilemma. away fro·m the camera: the au· her balloon float into telephone able rock discotheque. On the la· technique moat effectively was 
In order for the artifact to be ap- dience can't see the bullet e~ter his wire, become cauiht for an instant, vatory walls, slides are bein1 proj· Sam Peckinpah's Strow Dogs. The 
prehended as beautiful, it must be body; or the agony enter his eyes. and then float on, out of sight (all ected: the eyes, noses, ears, mouths harassed intellectual throwa boil· 
perceived in its totality. Such per· All it sees is that he falls, and col· this happening in total silence). of beautiful, expreaaionleea women. ing oil in the faces of l}ia attackers; 
ception is only possible when the lapses, in a humorous fashion. And The result is inexpressibly horrify. It is these slides that Boorman'& the viewer realizes that this is ex· 
viewer poaaeaaea a certain aea· the audience laughs. ing. Hitchcock (who began his film camera is really interested in; the actly the sort of medieval remedy 
thetic detachment. But the emo· But by.shrinking the size of a career as an art director for Lang's brawling, vital bodies of the men that would occur to a bookish 
tional and sense disorientation man's death, one shrinks the size old German studio UFA) is another become mere machines, counter· young man like the protagonist. 
·· · · ··-·· ·-·· ·· · · master of this technique. One re· pointing this static evocation of The fact that the rapist of the I_.,,., Et£ 15 A l,,,ITTI.£ 
STOIE' CA c..~·_.o 
NON£ 01>1Et 8cJT 
11\J M0'4Td0M E~ Y 
calla the broken gla88ea of the mur· dead, fragmented beauty. protagonist's wife is killed by a 
dered woman in Strangers on a The possibilities inherent in such mantrap designed to catch poa· 
Train. a technique are obvious. It would chera helps de':elo~ t~e cen~ral 
Although this method baa pro· be particularly effective if utilized theme of the temto'!al imperative, 
duced many momenta of cinematic to express the theme of dehumani· 88 does the treepa88mg foot. blown 
beauty, it baa very definite limits· zation. But this, like the first, is a off by 8 a~ot1un blast. The ima1ea 
tions. Land maintains that what heartless technique, and, if over· ~e very violent, but t~ey are also 
the viewer imagines is always used, would reduce the contempo- m~l~ectu~. And the view.er, by ex· 
h 'bl th yth' g di rary film to nothing more than a eramng his mental faculties, keeps 
~'::or o:ul~ e::r ~o;1!in ath~ superficial fireworks show. his senses from overpowering him. 
screen. I would tend to take is~ue The fourth technique seems to . Of course, all fi~e of the tech· 
with that. Man's ima1ination is have been invented by Stanley ~quea I h~ve mentioned ~ eff'~· 
not boundleBS; moreover, imagine· Kubrick for use in A Clockwork Or· tive on t~eir own terms and ':11 their 
ti on is baaed en ti rely upon. ex· ange. In this method, the director, own partic~ar ~Y· But I think the 
perience, and the average man's by various means (slow· and fast· fifth technique ,1•• by far, the moat. 
experience of violence is not very motion, music, etc.) turns violence valuable, an~ m the lon1 ~· the 
extensive. For this reason, I think itself into a form of art, i.e., ballet. moat economical. It penmta real· 
that it is undeniable that some· Brutality is explicitly shown, but ism and stylization to. exist aimul· 
times (at least) the acutal present&· within the context of a rigid atylia· tan~ualy, ~d, moat important of 
tion of violence is more effective tic formalism. The barbarity of the ~I, it effectivel~ preserves the '?'" 
than a slavish reliance on symbolic violence is thus brought home to 1ty and form .which are so c:uential 
and evocative devices. In· addition, the viewer, while the formal atruc· for the creation.of beauty in all of 
it must be said that the impulses ture prevents him from becoming ~~Y strange guises. Yee - even 
excited in the viewer by this tech· seriously disoriented. Although not ID violence. 
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Statement from Campus Police 
Ed Turner 
PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED FOR THE PROTECTION 
OF YOUR PROPERTY AND PERSON. 
I have been often asked if I thought we had sufficient policemen 
patrolling the campus. My answer to this is "yes". If I had one hun-
dred policemen· patrolling the campus on the night of Nov. 11, it is 
very p~ssible that they might not have prevented the crime th'1t oc-
cured since they might not have been in the right place at the right 
time. 
The complexity of this campus where we have at least thirty five 
buildings, each building having from two to· ten floors, each floor 
having from three to 15 rooms or areas plus the dormatories with 
their numerous rooms verify the fact that with one hundred campus 
policemen on duty at one time would not be able to cover all of these 
areas. 
This brings up the question "what can we do"? You can assist the 
campus police by calling them when you see someone on the 
campus who you feel should not be on campus. It .does not take a 
Sherlock Holmes to pick out a stranger or some unwanted person, 
your eyes, ears and your instincts will normally tell you that there 
is something wrong about the person in question. If you do not call 
the campus police, this person may be the very person who will 
steal your purse, your property or possibly assault you. By calling 
the campus police this person will be questioned, identified and in-
formed of university policies. This having been done may prevent a 
crime on our campus or perhaps solve a crime that had been com-
mitted. Past experience has pointed out that when a person has 
been identified he will be reluctant to commit a crime due to the fear 
of apprehension. 
Your becoming involved and helping the campus police protect 
you does not mean that ·you will have to go to court, be interrogated 
by the city or campus police, it merely means that you are trying to 
protect yourself and your property. The campus police handle all 
prosecutions and appearances in court. 
As proven above, one-hundred police patrolling our campus can-
not do what you can do. YOU, the members of the Xavier Family, 
are everywhere and see what is happening now. You have a thou-
sand pair of eyes and a thousand pair of ears and a campus police-
man has only two of each but he can have a thousand pair of each 
if you will assist him so that he can protect YOU. CALL THE 
CAMPUS POLICE NOW, DON'T WAIT, TIME JS IMPORTANT. 
Xavier Campus Police can be called through our radio station by 
calling 745-3485. This service available from 8 AM to 1 AM - from 
1 AM to B AM the security can be reached by calling 542-6868 or 
541-7707 and have them give your message to pager 1-250. 
GIVE GREASE A CHANCE 
WED., DEC. 27, 8:30 P .M. 
with KAMA-SUTRA RECORDING STARS 
FIRST TIME IN CINCINNATI . 
SHA-NA-NA 
ALSO APPEARING 
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE 
. MUSIC HALL 
$4.50 ADVANCE; $5.50 DAY OF CONCERT 
ALL SEATS RESERVED 
TICKETS ON SALE AT: SWILLENS: Tri-County, Eastern Hills and West-
ern Hills Stereo Departments; New fork Times-Clifton, and The 
Waterbed Store-Mt. Adams. 
I IOHEll I IODllAll PHDllCTIOI 
Different Cultures - Strange Food - Tough 
Work-· Long Hours- No Pay- Except, 
What God Gives You. 
Fcir information on our missionary life, write 
FATHER TOM STREVELER, SVD 
DIVINE WORD COLLEGE DEPT. El02 
EPWORTH, IOWA 52045 




by John Lechleiter 
News Staff Reporter 
Friday, December 15, has been 
designated "Kidday" at Xavier. 
From 1-.4 p.m., the campus will 
play host to more than 200 eight 
and nine year-olds from nearby ele-
mentary schools who have been in-
vited to Xavier for an afternoon of 
games and recreation. Each of the 
children will be escorted through-
out the program by a Xavier stu-
dent. 
The Kidday program was con-
ceived by Sr. Ellen Frankenberg 
and the Pied Piper staff and is now 
under the leadership of junior Ke-
vin Smith. More than 20 students, 
including a large number of foot-
ball players, have worked at organ-
izing the program. Those involved 
with Kidday agree that its success 
thus far has been due to the Xavier 
student body's tremendous re-
sponse to the program in its will-
ingness to "take a kid" for the af-
ternoon. 
Among the activities planned for 
Kidday are games a11d sports activ-
ities in the armory, tours of the 
WVXU radio station conducted by 
students, and a magic show at the 
Pied Piper coffeehouse. Activities 
in the University Center include 
cartoons in the theatre, Christmas 
tree decoration in the Hearth 
Room, and caroling in the Terrace 
Room. The program will end with a 
party in the Brockman Lounge 
area. 
Miss Mary Beth O'Brien, Xavier Junior is spending this se-
mester with St. Louis University in Spain. She is'pictured 
above before the momument to Cervantes, in Madrid's famous, 
Plaza de Espana. Mary Beth recently toured the north of Spain 
with the St. Louis students. She recalls the women there carry-
ing heavy precarious loads on their heads - the ever-present 
odor of olive oil and garlic cooking, the misty smell in the air, 
a faint aroma of distant incense from the Cathedral - aJI of 
these odors blend into the odor of one - which is Galicia. 
The St. Louis Program organizes travel which is relevant to 
its .academic aims. Mary Beth spent Thanksgiving in London 
and wiJI go for a three-day weekend to Granada the first week 
in December. · 
There is still time to register as 
an escort for a child, and workers 
are still needed to staff each of the 
activities planned. Anyone inter-
ested is asked to contact Kevi~ 
Smith at 631-0125 or a wing rep in 
any of the dorms. 
Want a year in Paris? 
Special to the News There are various non-scholar-
ship programs for foreign studies 
Xavier's Fredin Memorial Schol- in Vienna, Germany, Madrid, and 
arships will be awarded to perhaps elsewhere. Father Felten's office 
five students for a year of study in can make arrangements for stu-
1!! Paris, from July 1 to June 27. To den ts to sign up for these pro-
get the $3,000 stipend, all that is grams, and may even be able to ar-
needed is to complete sophomore range for students to have a part-
year of college beforenextJ:uly and time job abroad to help defray 
fill out an application form by De- expenses. 
(News photo hy F. Ab11tel 
. Jim Maroney 
cember 15. The forms are available 
from Father Felten's office, Alter 
125. Majors in the humanities, so-
cial sciences, and mathematics are 
encouraged to apply. 
The first three months will be 
very in tensive French language 
studies. Very good students should 
have some knowledge of French be-
fore starting. Excellent students 
with high linguistiC ability need 
not know French now. In any case, 
the Fredin Scholars will attend 
classes the rest of the year along 
with the Frenchmen. 
Winners of these scholarships 
will be announced by mid-January, 
so their schedules for next semester 
can be adjusted to prepare for the 
year in Paris. Applicants may 
want. to know that they must com-
plete at least their last semester at 
Xavier . 
recruiting 
fContinued from page 1) 
this would involve having prospec-
tive students over for slides of the 
campus and an informal question-
and-answer period about Xavier. 
Despite 24 years' experience, Fa-
ther O'Brien welcomes new ideas 
for the recruiting effort, and en-. 
courages students interested in 
doing volunteer recruiting work to 
contact his office. Father O'Brien 
holds that it is people who love Xa-
vier who are.the key to a successful 
recruiting program: "There aren't 
too many approaches one can take 
to recruiting. Throughout the 
years, it must remain a person-
alized approach to an individual in 
order to sell him or her what you 
have to offer." 
Senator 
by John Lechleiter 
News Staff Reporter 
Appointed 
On Uctober 24, sophomore Jim to be the traditional social pro-
Mnroney was a'ppoi n ted Sociar i,rram. Specifically, he would like to 
Chairman by student hody Presi- take the emphasis off of large con-
den t Dan Costello to fill the va- certs (although still promoting :3-4 
cancy in that position created hy per year), and begin bringing in 
the resignation of Jim Agnew. Pre- other types of programs. These 
viously, Moroney had been in would include cultural events, 
charge of the Homecoming Day Pa- smaller-scale concerts, and more 
rade. minority-related and special inter-
Moroney's first responsibility ns est group even ts. As Moroney 
Social Chairman was arranging stated,"( would like to encourage 
the Beach Boys concert November other social action groups to begin 
10. The concert proved to he sue- working together to provide some-
ccssful, attracting the larg-cst thing lo do at X. I would like to see 
crowd at such an event since the more social events planned by .the 
Chicago concert three years •ll.!O. dorms and other PXlracurricular 
Moreover, Moroney has organized 1,rrnU:ps." 
the first viable ;;ocial cnrnmittee in The new social chairman al;;o 
nearly fouryears, and Ill' has at- feels that emphasis must he taken 
tempted to fill the remainder of tlw away &om the "drink and drown" 
year's social calendar in advance. t:.·pe of event. Accordingly, Moro-
Moroney would like to see several n<>.v h.i~ been instrum1!i1tal" in lay. 
changes made in what-he con!'iders ing thl' gr.,u:-idwork for other types 
of activities scheduled for the near 
future. There will be a Christmas 
dance in the Grill, a special "mini-
concert" in the theatre in January, 
and a Clark theatre production by 
a group from New York. Plans for 
Mardi Gras Weekend, February IO-
I I, are also being fomrnlated. 
In speaking of his success so far, 
Morom•y gives much of the credit 
to his Social Committee, the mem-
bers of whir·h have been in-
strumental in planning on organ-
izing this year's social events. 
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